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Toward A National Conversation
For the last few years, the CTCA Executive has heard me proposing the idea of a
National Conference to discuss the changing nature and changing outlets for
theatre criticism in Canada. And when I say “national,” let me be absolutely clear: I
am proposing a National Conference that would involve critics from every part of
the country including Quebec.
At the last CTCA Executive meeting in Toronto it was agreed that we would try to
initiate such a gathering sometime in 2014 somewhere during a national or international festival. Among the suggested venues have been the Magnetic North Festival
in Ottawa, the Festival TransAmeriques in Montreal and the Luminato Festival in
Toronto. Before you pack your bags, however, please note that we have not spoken
to any of these festivals yet nor have we spoken to funding agencies.
Yes, we would need funding for at least a day of simultaneous translation if we
manage to get the Quebec Theatre Critics Association on board. And we would
need some support for two or three nights in hotels and perhaps even some travel
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funding for some of those participating and coming from some distance. How much are we speaking about? Maybe
$2500 for translation. Perhaps 10 hotel rooms for three nights (30 hotel nights at $150 equalling $4500. Maybe 10 subsidies for air or train fares at $250 each ($2500). Call it $10,000. We’re assuming that press tickets would be normally available for anyone attending.
Could such a sum be found?
If the Quebec Association is involved, we could probably ask them to find $5,000. Our two organisations after all share the
mantle of Canada internationally. We as CTCA would therefore be responsible for finding the other $5,000. I think the
Canada Council would have an interest. They’ve done nothing for theatre critics in a very long time. They should also have
some interest in bringing Canadian and Quebec critics together, bringing anglophone and francophone critics together.
There’s never been such a meeting. And provincial arts councils could be asked to support modest sums for those from
their own provinces. I would estimate this at $3500 from the Canada Council and $1500 from provincial sources.
The key here I think is to ensure that there is a topic being discussed that holds real interest for everyone involved in
theatre criticism. A number of possibilities have been proposed. One that everyone keeps coming back to is Theatre in
Canada and Quebec Over the Last Decade and How It Is Being Dealt With By Critics in Canada and Quebec Given the
Changing Nature of Theatre Criticism as a Profession, as a Disappearing Skill. Now that doesn’t exactly roll off the tongue
yet as a title nor is it particularly inspired but that’s an area that seems to be of interest to theatre people generally, to
theatre critics, to Festivals and to funding agencies. We would all have much to learn and much to gain.
Are the Quebecers really interested?
In principle, yes. I proposed this whole idea to Christian St. Pierre, President of the Quebec Critics Association recently and
he said he agreed we should pursue the initiative. That’s a big step. He then asked Brigitte Purkhardt, their association’s
international representative, to take it on and together we have begun discussions. She and I have worked together
before taking turns representing our two organisations on the Executive Committee of our parent organisation, the International Association of Theatre Critics.
I am told that the idea will be brought before the Quebec Association at its March AGM with the support of Michel Vais,
the IATC’s Secretary-General. That’s a pretty good start.
Indeed, Brigitte has already begun looking into funding to host a meeting of the IATC International Executive in Quebec
in 2014. I have suggested that she add some of these national meeting costs into that. Whether she and the Quebec Association will be able to do that, whether our Quebec friends will really be active in this initiative remains an open question.
Nevertheless I am optimistic.
Whatever happens, I do think it’s time we start to talk again. We’ve not had a truly national conversation about theatre
(particularly vis-vis theatre criticism) in a very long time. The internet and e-mail along with bulletins like this one have
helped keep it all going but an opportunity to actually meet one another and our Quebec colleagues and some of our
international colleagues has to be a consummation devoutly to be wished. Invisible walls exist at this moment and I think
they need to come down. Linguistic walls. Regional walls, E-walls and My Turf and Your Turf-Walls.
The fact is that once upon a time we had a national organization in Canada called the Canadian Theatre Centre that did
this. Membership was open to all individuals working in any aspect of the profession from directors and designers to
theatre teachers and critics, from playwrights to producers. CTC – connected then to the International Theatre Institute
(today a much enfeebled communications organization) -- held a national conference every year and it was a very useful
opportunity to meet, to discuss and to network.
Subsidies to attend were provided by the Canada Council and provincial funding agencies. CTC also published a monthly
bilingual magazine called The Stage in Canada. It contained national theatre calendars and reviews of new books on
theatre. It included interviews with working theatre professionals. Edited by the recently departed Tom Hendry, it was a
real contribution to what our mainstream theatre was doing and an insight into why we should pay attention to new
directions. The US has a wonderful national magazine called American Theatre doing this in association with the Theatre

Communications group. Where is our national magazine?
Because we have a much larger infrastructure in Canada today the CTC itself faded. We now have functioning specialist
organisations for playwrights and actors, designers and managements, critics and theatre scholars. All these are valuable
parts of our maturing theatre profession. And many of these organisations hold annual events where Canadian theatre
issues are discussed from those particular points of view. I myself chaired a panel some years back in Montreal for PACT
on new directions in the theatre.
But it seems to me we have lost something in the whole process. We have lost cross-fertilization. Critics can offer ideas to
playwrights and directors and even managements as professionals from these disparate areas can offer ideas and deeper
understanding to critics and scholars and others. But it all works best face to face, in real in-person discussions. Let’s start
the ball rolling with our own face-to-face and let’s try to make it expand.
I acknowledge that maybe annual cross-disciplinary national conferences like these have had their day but I’m not so
sure. Obviously this proposal for a national conference just bringing critics together from one end of the country to the
other and from both linguistic solitudes will help to answer that question.
Certainly I’m going to be pushing it as best I can in the coming year. But it needs you to make it work. If you have a
thought, please share it with CTCA via this Bulletin. And certainly share with us your ideas for a national topic that will
excite working theatre critics from both anglo- and franco- perspectives.
And who knows, we may find we actually enjoy talking to one another in such a context.

Judith Thompson Accepts CTCA’s Herbert Whittaker Award
By Patricia Keeney

Judith Thompson, one of Canada’s foremost playwriting voices, accepted the CTCA’s 2012 Herbert Whittaker Award during
luncheon ceremonies held in Toronto in November. The Award has been given bi-annually since 1975 for Distinguished Contribution to the Canadian Theatre.
Previous winners have included such major Canadian theatre figures as Tarragon founder Bill Glassco, Young People’s Theatre
founder Susan Rubes, Factory Theatre founder Ken Gass and Shaw Festival Artistic Director Jackie Maxwell. Playwrights
Gratien Gelinas and Mavor Moore are also among previous playwrights to be so honoured.
The Award was presented by CTCA President Don Rubin. Special remarks were prepared for the occasion by critic Patricia
Keeney, a former CTCA president. Keeney’s remarks follow:
Judith Thompson’s 2007 award-winning triptych,
Palace of the End features three riveting monologues that expose the war in Iraq from individually
distinct viewpoints, effectively achieving a report of
human inhumanity that obliterates the line
between private and public.
Thompson’s lyric intensity caused the New Yorker
review of Palace to warn that a hard news story
treated in a poetic or ‘feminine’ manner (why ‘poetic’
must here be limited to ‘feminine’ is a mystery to
me) might alienate political pundits. The review also
conceded that something very basic and timeless
was going on.

Judith Thompson

Direct talk. People burning the air with their litany of anger, pain or ecstasy. People making you laugh with their mordant
humour.

All the way back to The Crackwalker in 1980, it’s been words. The dispossessed Theresa cannot stop, ugly words full of beatings and rape, betrayal and humiliation.“Shut up mouth” begins the opening monologue of that play.
Playwright Judith Thompson hones a highly responsive instrument - the dramatic monologue - to a fine degree. Inventively and compassionately she reinvigorates it, typically re-visioning the traditional plotline to follow a wavering arc of
monologue and voice.
Thompson’s characters consistently express a fluidity of ego that approximates real life. Lion in the Streets (1990) gives us
the personality as a work in progress. In play after play, this creative perspective allows for an empathy, an inhabiting of
other that may be especially (though not exclusively) female and what playwright Margaret Hollingsworth was suggesting in her 1985 essay entitled “Why We Don’t Write,” when discussing the staples of conflict and heroes in traditional (and
arguably male-dominated) playwriting.
For Judith Thompson, structural freedom allows the dramatic freedom necessary for the psychic exploration undertaken
in her plays. And that exploration involves us all. Nothing human is foreign to us. The family of wounded suicidal characters in White Biting Dog (1984) is only dysfunctional because Thompson exposes their inner world, simultaneously showing us ours.
It may be true that the people who wander around muttering crazily are those who feel the world most intensely. In this
way, the writer who cares so deeply about these people helps us recognize ourselves.
The angry women in Thompson’s plays - the 1986 Pink for instance, an anti-apartheid monologue - insist in their fury that
the personal is political, tell us that to confront the violence in the self is to identify and acknowledge those moments of
explosive hostility that so easily spill over into larger arenas. In Thompson’s drama we are all connected and we are all
responsible. This playwright has customized dramatic form to say what she must say and to say it urgently, uniquely and
relevantly.
Prolific, creatively scrupulous and innovative (her latest work, Such Creatures weaving together the voices of an elderly
Holocaust survivor and an Canadian teenager abused by a female gang) award-winning and internationally produced,
Judith Thompson, currently a theatre studies professor at the University of Guelph, is also a director, actor, screenwriter
and producer.
The Canadian Theatre Critics’ Association is pleased to present the 2012 Herbert Whittaker Award for Distinguished Contribution to the Canadian Theatre to Judith Thompson.

Cohen Honours for Nestruck and Keeney
J. Kelly Nestruck, theatre critic of the Globe and Mail and freelancer Patricia Keeney were presented with Nathan Cohen
Awards in November by CTCA for their Critical Writing.
Nestruck, originally from Winnipeg, won in the Long Review
category (over one thousand words) for a piece he wrote called
“Was George Bernard Shaw A 'Monster'?” The piece appeared in
the Globe on 2 July 2012.
Keeney, with a long career as a freelance theatre critic behind
her for such publications as the Canadian Theatre Review, Scene
Changes and Macleans, won in the Short Review category
(under one thousand words) for an online review of two hit
Broadway plays, Jerusalem (starring Mark Rylance) and The
Motherfucker With the Hat (starring Chris Rock). Her piece “Rock
and Rylance on the Great White Way” appeared in the CTCA’s
own web Bulletin in the Summer issue, 2011.
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Both are first-time Cohen Award winners. Keeney, a professor of English and Creative Writing at York University, won a
second award for critical writing on poetry earlier this year from the literary journal Arc.
All members of the Canadian Theatre Critics Association nominate and are
eligible to vote on the Whittaker Award. Any critic in the country publishing in a
newspaper, magazine, journal or regularly-produced online outlet is able to
enter the Cohen competition. This is the first-time that a piece first published
online has taken the honour.
Jurors for the 2011-2012 Cohen Awards were Robert Cushman, critic for the
National Post (and a six-time Cohen winner himself ) and Kamal Al-Solaylee, a
professor of journalism at Ryerson University and a former critic for the Globe
and Mail.

A Week in Caen With IATC

Kamal Al-Solaylee and Robert Cushman

By Alvina Ruprecht

This past month, I had the good fortune to be invited by Jean-Pierre Han, Vice President of the International Association
of Theatre Critics and editor of the French journal Frictions, to an event in the French city of Caen. It was organized by Han
in partnership with the University of Caen and Jean Lambert-Wild , an actor- director- playwright who is currently Artistic
Director of the Comédie de Caen and the Centre dramatique national de Normandie (CDN).
For those not acquainted with the the complex hierarchy of theatres in France, the Comédie de Caen is one of 33 theatres
with the official status of “National Dramatic Centre.” Having such a “National Mission” indicates that the theatre is subsidized by the state, as opposed to the municipality or by a private institution. The directors of these “national” theatres, it
should also be noted, are chosen by Ministry of Culture.
There were eight other guests for this intense five-day event, all members of the IATC. We saw four local stage productions and took part in two round tables following a performance of the play War Sweet War by Jean Lambert-Wild. We also
participated in a day-long symposium where we were asked to present short papers on the latest trends in theatre in our
respective countries. The out-of-town guests included critics from South Korea, Sweden, Georgia (the real one not the
American one), Japan, Luxembourg, Finland, Quebec and myself representing anglophone Canada and the French
Caribbean (my research area).
Most of the events took place in the Théâtre d’Hérouville, one of the theatre spaces (700 seats) within the Comédie de
Caen complex. The city of Caen itself greeted us with a cold drizzle, a chilly wind and a grey uninviting sky but the week
was so filled that the weather was not a deterrent (it even cleared up one morning, long enough to let us visit Juno
Beach). This is one of the sites of the D-Day invasion on the beaches of Normandy, where a monument to the Royal Winnipeg Riflemen of the 7th Brigade who lost their lives in 1944 looks out over the sea. This was my first visit to Normandy and
it was a very moving moment for me.
Another outing took us to the Panta Theatre, also Normandy-based. The company stages both new and classical works,
and actively takes part in festivals around the country, including Avignon. It also regularly invites companies from other
regions of France into its space and organises a yearly festival of new playwriting. To date, the Panta has hosted companies from Italy, Spain, Mexico, Poland, Russia, Finland, Bulgaria, Lebanon, Holland, Algeria and Quebec.
We also attended two shows for younger audiences. The Company La Valise performed Outreciel (Beyond the Sky) at the
Espace Jean Vilar which had us moving through different tents set up around the main structure of the theatre. Still very
much a work in progress, the play did not seem to me to be particularly suited to young people. As well, the various tents
were not well heated, the night was wet and freezing (even with blankets and pillows supplied by the theatre). Yet it was
clear that the young audience was enthralled by the storytellers themselves who manipulated objects and puppets as
they wove their tales of magic through the night. What struck me most was the extreme resilience of that young audience.

Later in the week we saw Mon amoureux noueux pommier (My Lover Gnawed an Apple Tree), a multi-media tale of transformation told with much visual delicacy and technical perfection by Lambert-Wild. There were lots of visual elements
including a strange living form growing out of the ground. Clearly he has an interest in the techniques of fantasy. At
another point, a young girl floats around the space where the tree seems to be emerging, while an old lady slowly climbs
up a mountain in the foreground, moving closer to the tree, struggling to reach the isolated spot through the wind and
the rain and the cold, so she can die and be absorbed by the earth.
Based on a local folktale, it reminded me of old Inuit and even some Japanese legends that tell us how old sick women
are abandoned in the snow to die. It was terribly sad, very beautiful and here the children seemed transfixed by the
imagery.
The play around which the colloquium was organized, Lambert-Wild’s own War Sweet War, took place at the Theatre
d’Hérouville. The foreign critics actually attended a discussion about the play before seeing it because Jean-Pierre Han
had invited the French critics to express their views of the play on that first evening and we arrived in time to attend that
discussion immediately following the opening.
Chaired by Marie-José Sirach (theatre critic for l’Humanité, the French communist daily) it included among others
Stéphane Gilbart ( a Luxemburg critic who specialises in musical theatre), Philippe Du Vignal (editor of a blog called
theatredublog.unblog.fr, a controversial but very popular site which has engaged a whole team of critics to cover French
language theatre all over the world (Canada included), and Laurent Bazin, a university radio critic, the discussion was
sophisticated, focussed on form , on visual research and the fact that none of the actors spoke a word all evening.
The following night, the foreign critics saw the play and then it was our turn to meet the audience and, with Jean-Pierre
as host, we responded to what we had just seen and that was a most stimulating experience.
For me, War Sweet War is a play that deals with war but indirectly. The stage is split
into an upper level and a lower level, each showing us the same set and the same
couple (performed by two sets of twins!). But each level also represents a different
moment in the evolution of the story and of the couple itself.
The storyline connects to a birthday party during which a couple carries out their
decision to murder their children. The characters move slowly, hieratically in a most
stylized manner. They wear masks, the murder appears highly ritualized, devoid of
violence. On the upper level, we hear the children laughing off stage and slowly the
laughing dies down; then it stops. The deed is done. The parents show physically how
they are seized with the horror of their act as the set and their stage world is slowly
splattered in blood and torn apart. On the lower level, we see the same couple
covered in blood, moving as two creatures who appear to represent parallel levels of
consciousness.

War Sweet War
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Several people saw references to Macbeth, to Hamlet, to the theatre of Robert Wilson, and even to a comic strip. The
actors on the lower level seemed possessed, in a state of pre-rational existence that liberates their animal instinct which
allows them to kill. This need is part of our human make-up as Lambert-Wild sees it. That is, we are essentially monsters,
condemned to a life of violence, murder and, inevitably, war. This is all connected in the production to an energetic
orchestration of sound, vibrating, roaring, industrial ear-grating sounds that create a sense of anxiety and physical
aggression, something deeply Artaudian that seemed to attack the body directly. Home is no longer sweet but rather
the inevitable site of “war, sweet war” where these beings inevitably kill each other.
Discussions on both evenings continued for almost two hours, with an active audience. Lambert-Wild accepts and
encourages such immediate encounter – especially with critics -- whereas most artists in France do not. It was the most
enjoyable moment of the week for me.
The final day was a symposium where the foreign critics presented short papers. There was a great variety of formats,
styles and perspectives and I would like to mention the moments that I found most interesting.

Matti Linnavuori, from Finland, told us of the traditional orientation of Finnish theatre,
“dominated by the word” which seems to be changing. He spoke of Hotinen, a professor of playwriting whose book Tekstuaalista häirintää (“Textual Harassment”, 2002)
founded the Finnish avant-garde where insights pertaining to post-dramatic theatre
were already part of Hotinen’s discourse even before the term was coined by the
German Critic Hans-Thies Lehmann (Post-dramatic Theatre, 1999). Linnavuori selected
three productions to shed light on the changes wrought by contemporary theatre in
his country. He mentioned, among others , We Love Africa, and Africa Loves Us (2012),
presented by Nya Rampen, a company based in Berlin that performs in a mixture of
German and English. The actors are all Swedish speakers from Finland while the playwright Anders Carlsson and the director Marcus Öhrn are from Sweden.
Linnavuoir explained that “In Africa Loves Us, we see the actors through live video
camera. The image is superimposed on the outside wall of a two-storey building. In the
basement, a father rapes black dolls, and fake blood squirts all over the place. In an
Matti Linnavuori
effort to please his father, the older son also molests the dolls, but the father does not
approve of the imitation. Earlier, the father accuses the son of being a homosexual, and ridicules him by removing the
son’s pants and placing himself on top of the son in mock copulation.”
Racist anger would also seem to reflect the expectations of that white audience that Genet once projected in Black Skin
White Masks. However, the future of this avant-garde theatre is not bright, according to this critic because “with the
municipal funding base of the arts going downhill quickly, municipal theatres will be unable to recruit new directors
which is potential box-office poison. This will lead to a polarization of theatre aesthetics, with less cross-cultural fertilization. The avant-garde will be marginalized”.
Irina Gogoberidzé (Georgia), told us that the Georgian stage is showing an extraordinary vitality, except that recent
research on multi-media forms of stage expression “are advancing very slowly” because the financing is not available.
She mentioned the well-known director Robert Sturua, who was fired from his position as artistic director of the
National Theatre Rustaveli in 2013 for political reasons and she added that since independence in 1991, the theatre
milieu in Georgia has been cut off from European culture even though Sturua had undertaken much serious research in
non-verbal, post-dramatic theatre.
She also mentioned, among other examples, two companies founded and directed by artists who emigrated at the
beginning of the 1990s. Kinetic Theater of Washington and Sosani Art and Physical Dance Theatre in Germany. Kinetic’s
performances are based on choreography, images, music, cinema, video, sequences and a whole repertoire of new technologies.
Margareta Sörenson ( Sweden) spoke of Lars Norén, a poet who became a playwright
and whose play, Calme, I had just seen by chance in Paris before coming to Caen. That
was an extraordinary coincidence because I knew nothing about Norén’s work before.
This French staging by Jean-Louis Martinelli at the Théâtre Nanterre-Amandiers was a
most beautiful artistic encounter, a symphony of exquisite delicacy and visual beauty,
played out in a familial context of misunderstanding and silence. Norén, Sorenson
pointed out, himself began directing plays at an early age and he became artistic director of the Riksteatern in1999. According to Sörenson, Calme is the third part of a trilogy
(dating from the 1990s) of which the other plays are The Night Is Mother of the Day, and
Chaos Is the Vision of God. In his earlier works one also feels the presence of Bergman.
Margareta Sörenson
There is much more to be learned by me about Norén whose work became more
focussed on political and social questions as well as disease and debilitating physical conditions. He himself is now living
with a disease which has paralysed his respiratory tract and prevents him from speaking. There are some interviews with
him available including on http://randygenerlive.blogspot.ca/. It is too bad that such an important playwright is so
little-known in Canada and Quebec.

Yun-Cheol Kim (South Korea) spoke of a recent Korean Medea showed this
Greek character not only as a ruthless and sly perpetrator of blind violence
who knows how to use the media to further her homicidal impulses, but a
person also a victim of the media, which, as Patrice Pavis has said, “desperately
needs crimes and pushes her to commit crimes” to satisfy a live TV audience
thirsting for sensationalism and blood. The director and writer transformed
the space in the basement of a local café into a TV studio where scenes from
the classical Medea are translated into the kinds of sensational and violent
programs we see on TV today. For example, Medea holds a press conference to
tell the chorus her miserable situation, brought on by Creon. In a scene from a
silent movie, Medea pleads with Creon to delay her exile by one day; on a live
talk- show, the exchange between Medea and Jason ends in physical violence;
there is a scene of mixed martial arts between Medea and Glauce; violent computer games resemble those gun massacres seen on American TV news; one
features the lip syncing of popular and pornographic songs. All of these scenes
inspired by today’s media reveal the blind violence of our times, in which
vulgarity functions as the equivalent of Fate in Greek tragedy.
An adaptation of Death of a Salesman (2010) was more minimalistic using the
same basement of a local café with bare concrete walls and floor. The director
Yun-Cheol Kim
invites only 20 people to his version of this modern classical tragedy. The show
starts with the last scene of Miller’s play, where Willy commits suicide. This scene takes the cinematic form of flashback,
and follows Willy’s long and difficult journey to a suicide imposed on him by the ruthless, capitalist ethic of success.
Interestingly, Willy is played, not by a professional actor, but by a local resident, whom the director picked up at a spa in
the vicinity of his basement. Director Kim does not need a good professional actor, but a real athlete who can run for 60
minutes on a fast treadmill.
Indeed, the actor’s skills are so poor that during the recollections of his life on the machine, his lines are barely articulated
and barely comprehensible, even for so limited a number of spectators. surrounding the machine. But it doesn’t matter
to Kim, who tries to deliver his—or Miller’s message -- through Willy, who sweats on the treadmill, as he confronts the
failures of his life.
Finally, I myself spoke, not about English Canadian Theatre but of new forms of theatre evolving on the Island of Réunion
in the Indian Ocean, where I recently spent a few weeks, thanks to a research grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council. I described the work of several companies experimenting with ritual performances inspired by
traditional rituals inherited from the cultures of Madagascar, areas of India and all the other countries in the area that
continue to leave their mark on the theatre of the Island.
This French “Department” is the site of an intercultural dynamic where theatre becomes the emblematic site of its cultural
transformation. Various forms of performance emerging from various sources, are constantly transposing these traditional forms and adapting them to the current hybrid realities of the area.
I described the work of Talipot, a community of young people from India, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mayotte, Seychelles
and other countries, who come together under the direction of Philippe Baldini et Thierry Moucazambo to create new
choreographies performed by these martial arts artists, dancers , singers, musicians and people with other varied backgrounds. The structure of their work takes us back to the communities of Richard Schechner’s anthropologically-inspired
ritual theatre movements in the 1970s where the body becomes the site of performance but the results are very different
because these individuals are not borrowing from new cultures. Rather, they are working on their own cultural backgrounds, speaking to the elders and relearning forms that they knew but that have often been repressed by the European French influence over the years.
The result is precisely to redefine the eclectic culture of the region. In a similar sort of experiment, a group of young
people on the south of the island have created the Theatre Nektar led by Cecile Hoarau and Kristof Longromme . They

are reviving the “Teat la Kaz,” (creole for théâtre de la case or de la cour). This is what is called Yard Theatre in Jamaica.
In Réunion, it involves Indian rituals transmitted by the elders in an attempt to establish contact with the ancestors and
celebrate the past. The process takes place in the home of an individual family where the neighbourhood is invited and
the ritual is given a new meaning because it comes into contact with new forms, new styles of music and new choreography.
The performers are mostly inspired by Maloya, music that originated many generations ago in Madagascar but that is
presently deeply rooted in Réunion, It can take the actors to the point of trance. The main thing is that these rituals of
religious origin are no longer linked to any religious activity but have become purely cultural phenomena that bring the
community together. There are many forms of performance that exist on the island, making the place a perfect research
laboratory for theatre
I also emphasized the work being done by Thierry Bédard, a
director from Marseille who spends a lot of time in Madagascar.
He has produced the works of poet Jean-Luc Raharimanana
from Madagascar and Alain Kamal Marital from Mayotte, both
of whom are strongly influenced by narratives of immigration,
war, colonisation, cruelty, social problems and have translated
these narratives to the stage, under Bédard’s expert direction.

Usine C Theatre in Montreal

Caen gave us all a chance to hear about the different forms of
theatre that are currently evolving in the world and a chance to
discover the theatre of Jean Lambert-Wild, a man born in
Réunion and who creates a world of his very own. This artist -who came to the Usine C Theatre in Montreal last year with La
Sagesse des Abeilles – will be back next season with a new
production there. I will certainly keep readers posted.

Review: Tristan at the COC
by Patricia Keeney

“Two damaged, angry, desperate, and hurt human beings are on a long trip in the same boat.” Is this some cartoon of a
cruise ship disaster? Life of Pi without the tiger?
No. It is rather a surprising resume of the opening scene of Richard Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde as written in the program
notes by renowned American director Peter Sellars for the Canadian Opera Company’s 2013 production of this most difficult masterwork. Stretching musical and dramatic form, thrillingly navigating the balance between vocal and orchestral
lines, this Tristan will be, in Sellars’ words, “not an opera but a life experience.”
The yoking of love and battle is essential to this Celtic legend, whose origins are now literally lost in the mists of time. At
the centre of it all is Tristan’s belief that a man can’t really be a warrior unless he is also a lover, that he must understand
both sides of life and death at their deepest. It is this love-death trance, this extinction of self in the fatal knot of love, this
hidden tryst with pleasure so extreme it crosses into pain, this ineffable transcendence filling the imagination with music,
drama and poetry that throbs through Wagner’s epic opera. It is also the central image which must be found by any director.
In this impressive though not always satisfying production, the combination of Wagner’s music, Sellars’ profound psychological readings of character and video artist Bill Viola’s series of parallel images, takes the archeological shards of this
ancient love triangle and builds a soaring land of inner space, a private kingdom of sensuality and art in what is a relentlessly public world.
The inner space of the personal is there from the beginning: the yearning, the ache of separation and betrayal imaged in
a gigantic vision of misty white sky and breaking ocean waves. Isolde (sung by the impressive German soprano, Melanie

Deiner) sits forlornly on a rock asking her friend Brangane (Greek American mezzo-soprano, Daveda Karanas), “Where are
we?” Isolde is distraught, suicidally desperate, given to sarcasm, mood swings and uncontrollable weeping. Her presence
grave, her voice richly orotund, she is a tortured creature, summarily sent for and lost. Torn from her royal Irish roots, a
pawn in a political game that has used her powers against her, she anguishes amidst the elements she knows will
destroy her. As she sings on the nearly empty stage, the lights of a
small ship bob in the vast dark ocean imaged behind her.
“Ask him if he dares approach me,” she instructs Brangane. Enter
Tristan wrapped in Ben Heppner’s bright warm tenor. Having made
much of a career in this role, Heppner embodies the very human side
of this unhappy hero with an appropriately stumbling physicality. No
grand hero, his Tristan is pudgy and almost boyish, the unsure youth
inside a tired dispossessed soldier, an orphan of love who feels basely
unworthy of the woman he treasures and fears. A study in battered
nobility, he has agreed to deliver Isolde as a kind of ‘trophy bride’ to his
more than good friend King Mark of Cornwall, the two men here
apparently also being lovers.
On the huge screen behind the actual singers (who are dressed mostly
in basic black) another pair of more traditional looking, handsomer
young lovers walk slowly forward (almost Robert Wilson-like). As the
live Isolde sobs her tale over a suffering Tristan the on-screen lovers
close their eyes in sexual anticipation. Eventually they are totally
naked and eventually on-stage the singers (still in black) drink
together what they think is death, freeing them from their sorrows.
The potion they have imbibed so greedily, however, is the distillate of
pure love.
The music soars. Ritualistically, the on-screen images dance, water
gushing over them as the ship hoves into port and trumpets blaze
from theatre balconies announcing King Mark.

Tristan und Isolde
Photos by K. Perov

Image creator Bill Viola states he does not want to illustrate the story
directly but to unearth the “hidden dimensions of our inner lives,” swelling up through poetry and music. Increasingly,
these parallel images charge the opera, becoming a
visual energy surge that explores earth, air, fire and
water for their natural power and emotional resonance. On stage, the singers are left to sing which is
what they do best in opera. Two productions simultaneously emerge.
Isolde on screen, lights one candle after another in a
sequence of ceremonial reverence. The lovers of the
image opera fly up through water, white-robed. The
fire in the music roars as passion consumes them.
They walk together through sparks, lights in darkness. They kneel. They float beneath the waves
upwards, a life force being born.

Tristan und Isolde
Photos by K. Perov

On stage their embrace is a simple lying down side
by side. In the bliss of their ascent, poised on the
treacherous arrow of their union, in the moment of
becoming one another, they begin their descent.
Day is threat.

Found lying together on the stage, Franz Josef-Selig’s Mark sings the
bass notes of his profound sorrow, claiming he loved Tristan beyond
the conventions of traditional marriage. Tristan – at home now only in
Isolde’s love– is killed by his former friend and King Mark’s servant,
Melot.
The final lament begins. Mortally wounded, Tristan searches the horizon for the boat that will bring Isolde, his dear healer, to him. On
screen, a boat drifts into evening, blinking its lights. At dawn Tristan
sings from his prone position. We see on screen his ancestral home in
thin sunlight with bright birch trees taunting him. But his destiny is
fixed: “I was where I have forever been and am forever going.” He must
keep watch for her ship’s bright light, his very life.
The on-screen image runs red with fire, with blood as Isolde’s voice
fills his dying moments. Isolde is devastated. On screen the relentless
flames dance in water, blue and orange, then blue to black. Mark, also
distraught, cries of his “faithless, faithful friend.” The mission of reconciliation has failed.
Carried beyond herself, Isolde intones the famous Liebestod as this
four and-a-half hour theatrical adventure ends. On screen, an ethereally shrouded figure floats up and up and up in expanding bubbles of
water, rising on her notes, resurrected into some larger bliss known
only through death and love. Blue light breaks behind the waves.
When you read how the final scene was accomplished by lowering a
man on a wire through a waterfall constructed in the studio then
running it in reverse and you realize how the range of technology and
art forms had to remain “moving in time, constantly changing and
flowing as the music does,” then you begin to comprehend the magTristan und Isolde
Photo by K. Perov
nitude of this effort to meet every level of myth, drama, music, and
poetry on which Wagner’s creation turns. Is the use of video imagery instead of elaborate set preferable in our technologically advanced, economically cautious twenty-first century for grand opera? Certainly Sellars thinks so. Certainly
Robert Lepage (whose recent work on Wagner’s Ring cycle went a similar though more expensive way) thinks so. And
clearly the Canadian Opera Company which has done many stripped down productions over the years (their Aida comes
to mind) certainly thinks so. One wonders how the COC could do such multi-dimensional, multi-sensual, uber-dramatic
work any other way.
Does it succeed? If you are a purist you will, no doubt, miss the sets and costumes. If you’re not, though, it does succeed
much the way a good life life succeeds. Not perfect but still irrefutably lived through failure and triumph.

CS 7 Now Online - Wanted: Theatre Readers (and Writers)
One of the benefits of membership in CTCA is having direct access to the international online journal Critical Stages. The
magazine publishes two to three times a year and is accessible through the IATC website, criticalstages.org.
CS is always on the lookout for essays, reviews of performances that might be of note to international audiences, and
book reviews. The current issue – CS 7 – features a special theme section on theatre audiences called The Spectator.
Edited by the French scholar and theoretician Patrice Pavis, the section includes material on creative writing as audience
research, the dramaturgy of spectating, audiences in the public sphere and spectatorship in the post-dramatic world.
The section includes feature essays by German critic Hans Thies Lehmann (who coined the term post-dramatic) and by
Pavis himself.

An interview section edited by American critic Randy Gener includes interviews with designers, playwrights and even a
marionettist from Bulgaria, Macedonia, France, the US and Nigeria. Open essays cover the Berlin Theatretreffen, theatre
archives and a piece on August Strindberg by Swedish critic Margareta Sorenson.
A conference paper section in this issue focuses on alternative theatre space and includes essays from Greece, South
Africa, Poland, Portugal and Quebec while reviews of recent productions – another regular feature – come from IATC
members in more than a dozen countries ranging from Estonia and Finland to Hungary, France and Canada (Alvina
Ruprecht writing on Shakespeare on the St. Lawrence).
CS 7 also boasts a book review section of new theatre writings that might be of
interest to critics and scholars in various parts of the world. The section includes
a review of a recently-discovered early one-act play by Eugene O’Neill as well as
a review of former Globe theatre critic Kamal Al-Solaylee’s book about growing
up gay in the Arab world, Intolerable: A Memoir of Extremes. Also in the issue is a
review by Don Rubin of a book of essays and texts about the Canadian transgendered artist Nina Arsenault.
Most issues have a special section specifically on criticism itself and CS 7 doesn’t
disappoint in this regard. It includes two extremely interesting pieces, one from
Scotland and one from Hungary. The first is by Mark Brown and is entitled “The
Critic Is Not An Artist.” The second is entitled “I Am Not Going To Say What I Think”
and is about Romanian criticism during the Ceaucescu years.
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Anyone interested in contributing a piece to a future issue can find the names
and e-mails of the various section editors in each issue (Don Rubin is the Book
Review section editor). It’s always better to check with one of the editors before
writing something but CS is extremely interested in publishing a range of writers
from all around the world. That includes Canada. That includes you.

A Debate in Ottawa
by Alvina Ruprecht

Theatre Criticism and Developing Cultures
This past month, the University of Ottawa held a round table discussion on the function of the critic in minority and/or
developing cultures. Focused mostly on French language criticism in the Ottawa area, the participants included Alexandre Cadieux from the Montreal daily Le Devoir, Maud Cucchi of the Ottawa daily Le Droit , Catherine Voyer-Léger (a blogger) and myself, writing regularly on the website of the Capital Critics Circle.
Chaired by Sylvain Schryburt from the University of Ottawa Theatre Department, the discussion was set off by a quotation
from the franco-ontarian professor and critic François Paré who stated that "In all the small cultures that I know, criticism
is not a priority." Pare’s remark seemed focused on the critic who hesitates to judge too severely his or her own culture if
they deem that culture fragile. This results in traditional "colonial" stances which brings up the whole question of centre
versus fringe for small and/or developing cultures.
In general, it was agreed that Montreal critics tend to ignore Ottawa companies for that reason just as the French
language Montreal critics tend to ignore minority English theatre in the city. And for the same reason, English critics tend
to ignore the minority French theatre in Ontario.
Going one step further, everyone agreed that the established media in all languages are neglecting theatre criticism generally these days.
It was noted that the Capital Critics Circle website contains reviews of plays in both languages.

In the end, the group barely touched on many of the most important issues but it became clear that the subject of criticism in minority and/or developing cultures was certainly one that was of interest in both the theatre and student communities. Hopefully, a second debate will be held.

From the IATC Website
Among the many items of international interest on the IATC website, we note the following for CTCA members:
Sweden: Call for papers
Jönköping, Sweden, 23-26 May 2013
Thanks to Margareta Sörenson, Vice-President of the IATC, a conference on theatre
criticism will take place May 23 in Jönköping, Sweden in the framework of the Swedish Biennial of Performing Arts (21-26 May). Additional details can be found on the
IATC website.
OBE for Michael Billington
In her traditional New Year Honours list, HM Queen Elizabeth II conferred the OBE
(Order of the British Empire) on Michael Billington, long-serving drama critic for the
Guardian newspaper in London and a member of the UK section of IATC.

In Memoriam: Andrzej Zurowski (1944-2013)

Michael Billington

January 5, 2013. After a long serious illness, Professor Andrzej Zurowski passed away.
A Professor in the Theatre Department of Pomeranian University in Słupsk, Poland, a
prominent Polish essayist and theatre critic, scholar of Shakespeare, he was a longtime member of the IATC Executive and a frequent visitor to Canada.

In Memoriam: Joaquim Benite (1943-2012)

Andrzej Zurowski

IATC is saddened to learn of the recent death of Joaquim Benite - director of both the
Almada International Theatre Festival (the biggest theatre festival in Portugal) and
the Almada Municipal Theatre - following a long illness. He was a great man of
theatre who believed in reaching the biggest and broadest possible audience for
serious, high quality drama. With Festival de Almada, he built a programme of international renown.

Joaquim Benite

The IATC Award in Bucharest
Bucharest, Romania, 26th October - 4th November, 2012
For the first time in its 22 year history, the National Theatre Festival of Romania offered
an award juried by the International Association of Theatre Critics. This year’s IATC jury
included Yun-Cheol Kim (President of IATC), Raymond Bertin (Editor of the Quebec
theatre journal Jeu) and Octavian Saiu (Vice President of the Romanian section of IATC).

Octavian Saiu, Yun-Cheol Kim
and Raymond Bertin

Name This Bulletin Contest
A Bulletin named Bulletin is a little like a Dog named Dog or a Cow named Cow. It makes its point but rather boringly.
So with CTCA’s E-Bulletin. We’ve decided it needs a name. Please help the Executive come up with one. We will acknowledge all suggestions. If we have several serious contenders we will have an e-vote.
Please send any ideas to our President, Don Rubin (drubin@yorku.ca) by April 15. We’ll let you know what the choices are
in the next issue.
Do any of these work for you off the top?
Bull Sheet
Critican
See T - See A
Okay. We give up. Please do better.

Dues Now Due
The only funding this organization has is the dues you contribute.
And they are now due. Overdue in fact. We operate on the calendar year so dues
were due in January and we’ve already gone way past January.
Why should you pay dues?
Because your dues help pay for special activities like the Nathan Cohen and
Herbert Whittaker Awards. It helps pay our share of Canada’s international dues
and makes you a member of the International Association of Theatre Critics.
They pay for your IATC membership card which gets you big discounts in many
parts of the world (unfortunately not
much in North America).
It helps with costs of things like this Bulletin and our Annual General Meeting
and our annual tax filings and all sorts of really interesting stuff like that.

Our dues are also about the lowest in the country for a professional organization.
And they are completely tax deductible.
Cheap at half the price. With big discounts for students and those over 65.
Please send in your dues. Now.
If you are unsure of what you owe, ask our treasurer, Anton Wagner (awagner@yorku.ca). Or just send him a cheque: Apt
21306, 201 Sherbourne, Toronto, ON., M5A 3X2

